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Description Stock #282409 - Bought from Camping world in March this year. only Used 3
times. comes with rear camera.With the ultimate combination of comfort,
versatility, and adventure this stunning 2021 Roo 21SS. Designed by Forest River,
is ready to take you on unforgettable adventures.The spacious and well-
thoughtout interior of the Roo 21SS is a clever design with innovative features,
this travel trailer offers a cozy and inviting atmosphere for you and your family.
Relax in the seating area, enjoy the convenience of ample storage, and sleep
soundly in the comfortable sleeping areas.The Roo is built with outdoor
enthusiasts in mind. Equipped with large panoramic windows, it allows you to
bask in natural light and admire breathtaking views of the great outdoors all while
still having all the comforts of home.Thanks to Forest River's ingenious
engineering, the Roo 21SS offers incredible flexibility. Its hybrid design features
expandable beds, combining the best of tent camping and RV living. The Roo
21SS is packed with features such as a fully equipped kitchen with modern
appliances, a user-friendly control panel, integrated entertainment options, and a
sleek bathroom with all the amenities you need.Enjoy the exterior grill and table,
there is also exterior speakers and is ready for an exterior TV.There are plenty of
extras with this trailer, a 10,000lb stabilizer hitch. A spare tire with hard cover,
Upgraded sewer hoses, stand for the jacks, a power tongue jack, a portable waste
tank and much more.This unit does have tow max vent fan covers and is
prewired for backup camera and solar.We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be
accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is moving.You have
questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling
your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units
every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling
your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 282409
VIN Number: rvusa-282409
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 21

Item address 55056, North Branch, Minnesota, United States
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